
Sub: Reasoned Document against comments received from likely sources on draft Specification for ‘Traction Alternators with  
Auxiliary Machines and their Sub-Assemblies used in Broad Gauge Diesel Electric Alco Locomotives’ [Spec. No.    
MP.0.2402.19 (Rev-03)]

Reasoned document with changes incorporated in the FINAL DRAFT specification for display on RDSO website along with Final Draft of
subject Specification is tabulated below : 

SN Likely
Source

Cl.  No.  of
RDSo
Spec./STR

Clause as it exists in
RDSO Spec./STR 

Comments/suggestion
received from Likely source
against  Clause  for
incorporation  in  RDSO
Spec./STR 

Clause  as  it  should  be
read after incorporation
of  comments
/suggestion  in  RDSO
Spec./STR

Justification  for
changes

1 DRESPL Nil Comments
2 SAINI Nil Comments
3 BHEL 5.3 The weight of the

traction alternator
including auxiliary

machines, PTU, bull
gear, gearbox and

pinions shall
preferably not exceed

6400 Kg for
3100/3300hp

locomotives and 5600
Kg for 1400/2300hp

Locomotives

For 3100/3300hp, weight shall
not exceed 6600kg

(6400±3%)

For 1400/2300hp, weight shall
not exceed 5800kg

( 5600±3%)

The approximate weight
of the traction alternator

including auxiliary
machines, PTU, bull gear,
gearbox and pinions shall
preferably be not exceed
6400 Kg for 3100/3300hp
locomotives and 5600 Kg

for 1400/2300hp
Locomotives.

Approximate weight
of complete
assembly

incorporated in view
of some variation

expected in
manufacturing. 

5.11 Insulation scheme as
per RDSO drawing

No. SKDP-3355 and
SKDP-3619.

Insulation Type, layers

Only insulation type/material
used may be specified and
layers and thickness to be

as per manufacturer`s
design. 

Any change in the
Insulation scheme

adopted by the
manufacturer shall require
detailed justification and

Change in specified 
Insulation Scheme 
with detailed 
justification and prior 
approval has been 



SN Likely
Source

Cl.  No.  of
RDSo
Spec./STR

Clause as it exists in
RDSO Spec./STR 

Comments/suggestion
received from Likely source
against  Clause  for
incorporation  in  RDSO
Spec./STR 

Clause  as  it  should  be
read after incorporation
of  comments
/suggestion  in  RDSO
Spec./STR

Justification  for
changes

and thickness have
been specified

prior approval of prototype
approving agency.

incorporated for 
providing flexibility to 
manufacturer as per 
their design.

Annexure-N
Sl. No. 13

Alternator shall be
tested at 1.2 times the

maximum working
speed for 2 minute in

hot condition (Just
after continuous
temperature rise)

Alternator shall be tested at
1.2 times the maximum

working speed i.e. at 1260
RPM for 2 minute in hot

condition (Just after
continuous temperature rise).

Alternator shall be tested
at 1260 RPM for 2 minute
in hot condition (Just after
continuous temperature

rise). 

Speed has been
specified for clarity. 

Annexure-N
Sl. No. 15

Vibration shall be
conducted at rated
RPM. The machine

shall be placed on test
bed without any

mounting equipment.
Vibration shall be

conducted at rated
RPM. The machine

shall be placed on test
bed without any

mounting equipment.

Vibration shall be conducted
at rated RPM.

Vibration shall be
conducted at rated RPM.

Since, the alternator
is single bearing

machine, the
suggested

modification is noted
and  incorporated. 

. 


